CityWide Delivery
(Updated April 21, 2019)

CityWide Delivery is a hometown-centric delivery game
for up to six players. There are actually three games in
one:
• Pizza delivery
• Pizza and gift delivery
• Scavenger hunt.
CityWide’s pizzas are so fresh, you first have to collect
your own ingredients before baking and delivery! In
addition, the town’s residents are often exchanging
random gifts that you get to deliver at the same time.

COMPONENTS:
Laser cut town map with six interlocking boards, 27
delivery cards, 35 action cards, 35 ingredient cards, 45
ingredient tiles, 10 road block tiles, six player tokens, six
pizza paddles, six pizza pies, 30 pizza slices, 30 gift tiles,
30 boxes, and a traffic light indicator.
GOAL:
Deliver enough pizzas and perhaps gifts to win.
BASIC GAME OR EXTENDED PLAY?
In the basic game, you only have to deliver pizzas. For a
more challenging game, add gift delivery to extend the
game longer.
PIZZA DELIVERY SETUP:
After connecting the boards into a town map:
• Shuffle the ingredient and pizza order cards and place
face down in draw piles
• Shuffle the ingredient tiles and randomly place face
up on locations closest to “Central Pizza”
• Place the player markers around “Central Pizza”
• Shuffle the action cards and place face down
• Give each player five action cards

• Shuffle the delivery cards and place face down
• Give each player their empty pizza paddle with a
phrase indicator set to “Ingredients”
• Give each player one road block tile
• Keep the road block tiles and pizza slices on hand.
It is best to keep your cards secret and reveal only once
you’ve reached a destination.
OPTIONAL GIFT DELIVERY SETUP:
If you’d like a longer game, add gifts:
• Shuffle the gift tiles and randomly place face up
anywhere in town (just not on roads)
• Keep the gift delivery certificates on hand
• Give each player three gift cards.

GAME PLAY:
There are four phases of play:
•
•
•
•

Ingredients (and perhaps gift) pick up
Return to Central Pizza to bake your pizza
Deliver the pizza (and perhaps a gift)
Return to Central Pizza.

During each phase, a player can do the following during
their turn:
• Place a road block tile if available
• Play an action card and perform the action (or replace
all action cards) – always maintain five action cards
• Roll the dice
• Move their token the number of spaces rolled
(doubles allows for another roll and movement).
Phase Indicator:
Always rotate the pizza in your paddle to your current
phase.

TRAFFIC LIGHTS:
A two-sided traffic light indicator controls traffic lights on
the board. Certain intersections contain a traffic light
symbol. You must stop your move at a traffic light if the
traffic light indicator is red.
Traffic lights are controlled by players using the traffic
light action card to flip the colour of the traffic light
indicator. All red means players must stop their token at
the traffic light and complete their turn.
If you rolls doubles, you can go through any intersection.
ONLINE ACTIONS:
If you decide to using online actions, point the browser
on your cell phone to www.CityWide.fun and obtain a
random action based on whether you are picking up
ingredients or gifts, delivering the gift or pizza or
returning back to Central Pizza. At the same time, you
might find a daily deal from a local merchant or sponsor.
ROAD BLOCKS:
Players cannot move through road blocks. If you have a
road block tile or when you play a “Road Block” action
card, place a road block tile on any road location. Note
that you cannot trap a player token between road

blocks and you cannot close an entire road. If you clear a
road block, keep the road block tile.
PIZZA QUICK PLAY:
Players start with their token at Central Pizza and:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Obtain their pizza order
Collect designated ingredients
Return to Central Pizza to bake the pizza
Optionally play an action card
Move their token towards the delivery location
Deliver the pizza and go back to Central Pizza.

ACTION CARDS:
Action cards let you control some game aspects and
engage with other players. Each player maintains five
action cards. You may optionally play an action card
before you move your token.
You may exchange all your action cards instead of playing
an action card.
Always maintain five action cards.

MOVING YOUR TOKEN:
Roll the dice and move your token. You move your token
only along main roads. You may have to stop and end
your turn at traffic lights. You cannot move through road
blocks. Before moving your token, you may play an action
card or request an online action. After following the
instructions, roll both dice to move your token any
number of spaces to the maximum of the dice roll. You do
not have to move the number of spaces rolled so if the
destination or item is on that path, stop in front of it. If
you stop to pick up an ingredient and still have moves left
from the dice roll, continue your movement.
You can pass over another player’s token only if you have
enough moves left to pass by.
When moving back to Central Pizza, your movement
ends, even if you have extra moves from your roll.
Once you use an action card, return it to the action draw
pile and draw a new card to always keep three cards.

GET THE PIZZA ORDER:
When your token is at Central Pizza, pick up three pizza
ingredient cards and draw a delivery order card. The
delivery location is a map coordinate.
GET THE INGREDIENTS:
Roll both dice to move your token to the required
ingredient locations. Pick up the ingredient tile and place
on the ingredient card. Repeat until you have collected all
the required ingredients.
Once all ingredients have been collected, return the
ingredient tiles onto the board anywhere near the store
and return the ingredient cards, then start moving back
to Central Pizza to bake your pizza.
If two required ingredients are across from each other,
pick up both.

BAKING THE PIZZA:
When your token returns to Central Pizza with all
ingredients, on your next turn:
• Change your flag to “On Delivery”
• Return the ingredient tiles near Central Pizza
• Return the ingredient cards back to the deck
• Start your deliver of the pizza. If playing with gifts,
you need to have a gift to deliver with the pizza.
DELIVERY LOCATIONS:
Your delivery location is a map coordinate. The edges of
the map are marked with letters and numbers. To
determine your delivery location, find the intersect of the
letter and number.
For example, location E06 is
marked with an X, and your token
must land in front of it to
complete delivery.

UPON DELIVERY:
Once you have landed in front of your delivery location:
• Add a pizza slice onto your pizza paddle. This
represents one completed delivery
• Return the pizza order card to the order deck
• If you delivered a gift, keep it to indicate that you
complete gift delivery.
• Start moving your token back to Central Pizza to
receive your next order. If you have completed five
deliveries, you have to return to Central Pizza to win
the game.
WINNING THE GAME:
The first player to fill their pizza paddle with five slices
and gets their token back to Central Pizza is the winner.
STRATEGY:
Optimize your transit to the delivery location. Anticipate
alternate routes should your way be blocked. Play action
cards to your benefit.
GIFTS:

If you are playing with gifts, you will have a selection of
gifts to pick up and deliver while delivering your pizza.
Your gift card is does not describe a specific gift. Instead
it gives you a choice by attribute. Find the nearest item.
For example:
Attribute Gift
Pet
Round
Container
Food
Clothing
Device
Paper
Brown
Black
Yellow
Green
Red
Blue
Wooden
Metal

Dog, Cat, Frog, Bird, Hamster
Cake, Ball, Donut, Muffin, Clock, Compass
Luggage, Box, Garbage Can, Carton
Cake, Tomato, Cookie, Muffin, Candy
Shirt, Dress, Hat, Shoes
Radio, Clock, TV, Camera, Phone
Newspaper, Book, Milk Carton
Hamster, Dog, Hat
Umbrella, Camera, Radio
Bird, Lemon, Banana, Popcorn
Frog, Shoes, Dress
Tomato, Apple, Dress
Shirt, Book, TV
Table, Stool
Tools, Umbrella, Radio, TV, Camera

You can pick up your gift anytime by moving your token
in front of it, during either ingredient pickup or pizza
delivery. However, you must deliver both the pizza and
gift at the same time to complete delivery.

CUSTOMIZE A GAME FOR YOUR TOWN:
Brainy Games may be able to create a game for your
town. Contact mark@brainy.games for information.
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